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Letter from the Leader of the Modern Finance Forum

Dear Colleagues, 

FSN’s “Future of Analytics in the Finance Function” Survey 2020 
provides a fascinating insight into the technology, people and 
process challenges of providing a dependable platform for insight 
and decision-making. 

I would like to say a special thank you to everyone who took the 
time to contribute their views, helping us to frame the issues, 
concerns and trends that will define likely progress over the next 
five years.

Analytics is a core competency of the finance function, yet this 
research finds that 86% of all finance functions admit that it 
delivers very little insight.  This startling finding is regardless of an 
organization's size and pertains in equal measure to each of the 
four core financial processes, namely; Record to Report (R2R); 
Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting (PBF), Quote to Cash (Q2C) 
and Purchase to Pay (P2P). Furthermore, only a third of finance 
functions say they spend the right amount of time on analytics. 

Traditional financial statement-based analytics tied to the 
month-end reporting cycle dominates analytical effort, but the 
crucial potential of operational processes such as Q2C and P2P 
is unrecognized and under-exploited.  These processes are seen 
merely as transaction systems, but if the modern finance function is 
to fulfill its analytical potential then it is perhaps time to call change 
and start to view them as fully-fledged information systems that can 
support broader insight and decision-making.  

More than half of all organizations participating in the survey did 
not have an information systems strategy. This is of course markedly 
at odds with the rampant changes all around us. The survey 
strongly signals the possibility that many finance functions will get 
left behind, by market forces and strong competition if they cannot 
fulfill their information needs.
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Letter from the Leader of the Modern Finance Forum

We hope that you find the survey’s findings set out in this 
document thought-provoking and interesting. But above all we 
hope that the contents of this report together with FSN’s 2020
“Innovation Showcase” to be released later this year, will inspire 
you to explore and discuss the future of analytics in your own 
organization with your colleagues.

Regards,

Gary Simon 
Gary Simon
CEO FSN & Leader of the Modern Finance Forum 
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Executive Summary

Digital technology has changed the corporate landscape irrevocably and there 
are no signs that the pace of change is abating. Every aspect of business, every 
transaction, interaction and iteration is recorded, building up a store of data that 
continues to grow exponentially. Within these vast troves of information are 
patterns and trends that can shed light on customer behavior, business processes 
and system effectiveness, but only if they are effectively extracted using data 
analytics. The companies doing it right are able to formulate relevant questions, 
model scenarios and discover insights that are used in decision-making to build a 
competitive advantage. But right now, very few are achieving this analytic panacea. 

Analytics missing the mark

Most companies are using analytics in some form or another. It’s imperative these 
days, even if just to provide basic budgets and forecasts at the year end. But 
they’re not extracting the true value out of their data. Some companies do nothing 
more than produce cyclical reports, which is just enough to enable a business to 
operate but is powerless against competitors with more insight, agility and strategic 
direction. Others undertake ad hoc analysis reactively when the need arises to 
generate insight and help decision-making, and a few use visualization tools and 
business intelligence, but only within their siloed departments. This leaves only 14% 
who drive their data insights to the uppermost level and use them to steal a march 
on their analytics-inhibited competitors. 

The point about effective data analysis is to enable the business to thrive, but many 
companies are still only using analysis for basic decision-support. To progress to 
the next level of analytic maturity, companies must be able to share and enrich the 
effectiveness of their strategy with visualization techniques to present their analysis 
across the company. With everyone on board, analytics can become predictive, 
providing more forward-looking analysis when needed. But a truly insightful 
company will be able to analyze their data in real time, across all their business 
processes. 

Across the four key financial processes (quote to cash (Q2C), purchase to pay (P2P), 
record to report (R2R) and budgeting, planning and forecasting (BPF)), only between 
16% and 18% of companies are at the pinnacle of insightful analytic maturity. 

It’s data that is holding most organizations back. They’re either overloaded with 
data, constrained by access to data or constrained by the technology designed 
to analyze the data. In a sign of worsening conditions, only 12% (19% 2018) of 
companies are data masters who actively manage their data as a corporate asset 
and have the tools and resources needed to provide competitive edge and insight. 

Executive Summary
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Ignoring transaction systems

Even as companies try to bolster their analytics output, they’re missing a valuable source of data. While 
budgeting, planning and forecasting is a recognized source of analytics, and record to report is equally 
mined for insight, purchase to pay and record to report are still being viewed as transaction systems 
and their data ignored. Organizations are missing the rich insight that can be gleaned about customer 
behavior from the Q2C systems as well as all the supplier data from their P2P systems which could 
identify savings and efficiencies. All four finance processes must be recognized as valuable data stores, 
and mined both within and across the systems to generate real insight.
 
The potential value that is being overlooked in P2P and Q2C is clear from the report. Companies that 
already use specialist tools for these processes, either within their core systems or as standalone best 
of breed applications, were far more likely to rate their analytics as insightful, and were more likely to 
be masters of their own data. Yet, the market penetration of these systems is stubbornly low. Only 15% 
of organizations have dedicated P2P systems, 17% use a customer relationship management system to 
deal with their Q2C process, a mere 12% have consolidation systems for record to report, and 20% have 
budgeting, planning and forecasting systems.

There doesn’t appear to be much imperative to change either. More than a third of companies have no 
plans to implement P2P or Q2C tools in the near future, despite these key processes already lagging 
behind BPF and R2R in current investment. 

We consider that it’s time for CFOs to recognize the value hidden in transactional systems and elevate 
them to information systems integrated with CPM, planning, budgeting and forecasting. 

Information systems strategy forgotten 

The proliferation of new technologies has companies scrambling to keep up in competitive market, 
but some have lost sight of what information they need to drive the business. An IT strategy focused 
on technology and processes will only go so far. To succeed and thrive companies need a holistic 
information strategy, but many are far from achieving this.

More than half are not able to regularly add new sources of data to enrich business understanding, and 
less than half can make widespread use of non-financial data. Both of these are essential parts of an 
information strategy and will leave companies in a very vulnerable position if they are lacking in new 
and non-financial data. Worryingly, just under 50% of organizations don’t have ready access to at least 
five years of comparative financial data. Which means even if they run analyses, it will be the poorer for 
its lack of depth.

Finance itself is falling behind. Almost half of companies struggle to respond to ad hoc requests for 
analysis, two-thirds can’t analyze their data fast enough to compete properly in their market, and 40% 
are overwhelmed by the sheer volume and variety of data. It’s a poor indictment of the finance function 
at a time when its invigorated reputation is supposed to be bringing finance to the strategy table. 

Despite such poor analytical capabilities, senior finance professionals are still thinking big. They want 
artificial intelligence and machine learning in their analytic tools. And they are also keen to utilize data 
visualization tools, which is encouraging. But at the bottom of their wish list is easy connectivity to 
multiple data sources, which is actually an essential building block of any effective analytic system.

Executive Summary
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Counting heads

While finance is figuring out how to raise the analytic bar, they are coming up against another 
stumbling block. After years of growth, finance headcount has finally ground to a halt, with the 
same number of employees leaving as being hired. Previous research has shown how debilitating 
a lack of talent can be, especially when the requirements of finance are changing so dramatically. 
And this lack of talent is inevitably having an effect on the effective deployment of new technology, 
which is why this survey points to a significant increase in technology constrained companies.

And if companies do find the resources to hire analysts, there is still some debate about where 
they should be deployed within the organization. That’s a good problem to have though, because it 
means the right people are at least within the business. 

Organizations need analytics now more than ever. In this hyper competitive market where 
customers have access to every competitor and can readily vote with their feet, only those 
businesses that give them what they need, when they need it, will succeed. And to do that 
companies need insight – meaningful, considered, verified and effective insight. 

Executive Summary
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Analytic effort missing the mark

The use of data analytics has become a vital tool in a highly competitive corporate 
landscape. Digital processes are generating vast swathes of information, and this 
means smart analysis of the data can produce important insights which in turn 
translate into a competitive advantage. The market is awash with analytic systems, 
either in standalone applications or in many cases embedded in larger business 
systems like ERP or CPM. But while the opportunity for effective analytics is there, 
most companies are missing the mark. 

According to the Future of Financial Analytics, (fig. 1), only 14% of analytic effort is 
insightful, i.e. that an analytics mind set pervades everything an organization does. 
Its core financial processes are joined up, data is shared as a corporate resource and 
the company regularly seeks out new sources of financial or non-financial data to 
add depth to its insight. Analytical tools are used aggressively to drive operational 
and strategic insight, competitiveness and decision-making. 

Analytic effort missing the mark
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Only 14% of analytic 
effort is insightful.

86% of analytic effort misses the mark:Figure 1:



Meanwhile the remaining 86% characterize their analytic capabilities as below par. Just over a fifth of 
companies (22%) are focused only on cyclical report production. These companies limit their analysis to 
standard ERP reports and spreadsheets generated by each operational area in isolation. They undertake only 
the most routine analytics, miss opportunities to develop insights and fail to make a real difference to the 
business.

A further 35% also focus on the cyclical report production but exceptionally, produce ad hoc analysis to drive 
insight and decision making. These companies are reactive to circumstances but fail to take more proactive 
steps which could give them a sustained competitive advantage. 

The remaining 30% limit the use of business intelligence and data visualization tools to within their own 
functional areas. These tools and insights are generated from departmental datasets, and drive decisions 
principally related to that function. This provides only a narrow, siloed view of the business which is not 
holistic.  Nor is it shared with other functions so there is little benefit to the whole organization.

The size of company affects the characteristics of its analytics. Small companies (less than 500 employees) 
are primarily focused on cyclical report production with a little bit of ad hoc analysis, while medium 
(between 501 and 3,500 employees) and large companies (3,500 employees plus) have a tendency to 
adopt a siloed approach. There is however an increased likelihood that larger companies will be generating 
insightful analytics compared to smaller organizations. 

The time isn’t right

If companies are to build their analytic competencies, they need to focus their time and effort on the 
four key financial processes within which the core data resides, namely quote to cash (Q2C), purchase to 
pay (P2P), record to report (R2R) and budgeting, planning and forecasting (BPF). Yet, most companies are 
dissatisfied with the amount of time they spend analyzing these processes.  

On average around 40% of companies spend too little or far too little time on financial analysis, (fig. 2), 30% 
feel they spend too much time on analyzing these processes, and just 30% believe they spend the right 
amount of time analyzing the financial data in their core systems. 

Analytic effort missing the mark
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Figure 2:  How much time is devoted to each process?



Analytic maturity

Drawing insight from financial process data has its own maturity scale. At the most 
basic end is decision support, where analytics leads to better operational and 
strategic decision-making. Organizations would struggle to compete without this 
basic analytic capability, looking for patterns of behavior or outcomes that inform 
their next decision. 

Once the basics of analytics are embedded into financial systems, companies need 
visualization techniques to present this analysis across the business and draw 
others into the debate. FSN’s Future of Planning, Budgeting and Forecasting survey 
2018 showed that visualization tools were a key factor in the ability to forecast 
accurately. Cutting edge visual techniques, charting and graphs allow the analysis 
to be shared and utilized in an accessible and effective way, especially with non-
financial users.  

Using data visualization tools can help companies graduate to the next level of 
analytic maturity to use their analysis predictively to anticipate future outcomes. 
Depending on the depth and breadth of the financial and non-financial data used, 
these predictions can provide a substantial competitive advantage.  

The final stage of analytic maturity is the ability to provide real time insight across 
the process and the business. These organizations have the dynamism to adapt 
to changes in the market or changing customer demands, because they have the 
information at their fingertips, can run scenario analyses at any time, and use this 
wealth of insight to make smart strategic decisions. 

But this level of analytic maturity is still rare. Insightfulness is universally weak 
across each of the core processes, with only between 16% and 18% of companies 
generating real time insight across any of the four key processes. 

Budgeting planning and forecasting is the most mature with 36% of companies 
able to support predictive analytics, 28% visual analytics, 16% insightful analytics 
and 45% providing the basic decision support. Certainly, this corner of the 
finance function is the one most closely associated with and invested in analytical 
capabilities. However, despite the obvious investment in this process, the analytics 
are not considered any more insightful than those generated by Record to Report, 
Purchase to Pay or Quote to Cash. Even though its where most of the analytic 
firepower is being focused, the outcome for BPF is no more insightful than the 
other core finance processes. 
 

Analytic effort missing the mark
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Analytic effort missing the mark
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Onwards and upwards

While the analytic capabilities of most organizations is lacking in some or many 
areas, many companies claim to have plans in place to invest in raising their 
capability. 

Looking at current and future investment plans for analytic capabilities, ad hoc 
query and analysis tools are used by 56% of organization, 49% use performance 
dashboards, 43% use KP scorecards, and around 36% use self-service reporting and 
data visualization tools, (fig. 3). 

Considering how important visualization is to forecasting and insight generation, it is 
concerning that only a third of companies use it currently . However, looking ahead, 
45% of companies that do not currently use it, plan to implement data visualization 
techniques in the next three years. Meanwhile about 40% of companies will be 
adding performance dashboards and KPI scorecards to their analytic toolbox over 
the next three years.

It is becoming patently clear that organizations cannot compete effectively unless 
they use analytics to underpin their insight and improve their agility in a crowded 
market. 

It is becoming patently 
clear that organizations 
cannot compete 
effectively unless they 
use analytics to underpin 
their insight and improve 
their agility in a crowded 
market. 

Figure 3: What analytic capabilities are available now, or when will you have them? 



How well does your data support the analytics you need?

Analyzing data effectively depends on being able to get hold of the necessary information, ensure it is 
in a conducive format, and have the right analytical tools (and skills) to be able to exploit it fully. Many 
organizations fall at one or more of these hurdles. 20% of companies are data overloaded, (fig. 4), with too 
many conflicting data sources and poor data governance. 28% feel data constrained, which means they 
struggle to get hold of the data needed to drive insight and decision making. 

But 40% are now technology constrained and do not have the analytical tools to fully exploit the data they 
have. Worryingly, this is a 6% increase on 2018 when 34% of companies reported that they were technology 
constrained. 

The number of data masters, who actively manage their data as a corporate asset and have the tools and 
resources needed to provide competitive edge and insight, have also shrunk from 19% in 2018 to just 12% 
today. It seems organizations are getting worse, not better, at managing their data effectively. 

And while each financial process has its own constraints, data mastery is at its lowest in the vital area of 
financial reporting – the record to report process. And the R2R and BPF processes are the most technology 
constrained which is possibly why there is a sudden realization that investment in data visualization tools is 
needed within these areas. 

Meanwhile the quote to cash process is more data constrained, which could indicate that companies 
are generating a lot of customer information, but it is being held in disparate systems that are difficult to 
manage. 

Organizations need well-managed data and the right technology to bring about effective analytic insight, and 
right now our report findings show that very few have these capabilities.

Figure 4: Organizations are finding themselves increasingly Technology Constrained

Analytic effort missing the mark
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Blinkers On – P2P and Q2C seen as transaction systems not information systems

The Purchase to Pay (P2P) and Quote to Cash (Q2C) financial processes are a vital cog in the 
corporate wheel, but most companies are failing to recognize their value as information systems, 
(fig. 5). Underlying the multiple complex corporate procedures that guide the procurement or sale 
of products or services, are patterns of behavior, sequences and systems. These patterns, or in 
some cases even a lack of structure, can provide useful insight about business performance, 
support strategic decision-making and improve efficiencies. But both processes are being ignored 
for the rich information they can provide. 

For Q2C, the sort of insight that can be gleaned from these oft-neglected systems include 
customer behavior, their propensity to buy goods, how they are buying goods or services, the 
customer life cycle, and predicting when they are likely to buy, renew or switch to a competitor. 
Within P2P systems, organizations can recognize suppliers who always deliver late, are more 
costly than others, suppliers who are more difficult to do business with or those with quality 
issues. All these aspects of customer and supplier relationships affect the bottom line, and 
insight can really help improve performance, but instead they are neglected entirely or handled 
in organizational silos with little positive impact on the business as a whole. 

The traditional view of these financial process is to regard Q2C and P2P as transactional systems, 
and record to report (R2R) and budgeting, planning and forecasting (BPF) as dynamic information 
systems. But for modern finance professionals, these four core processes need to all be viewed 
as information systems, mining both within and across the systems to generate insight and build 
a competitive advantage.

Blinkers On – P2P and Q2C seen as transaction systems not information systems
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Figure 5:  Is it time to redefine performance management?



Specialist Insight

Our research identifies that P2P and Q2C hold far more value than many companies realize because those 
organizations that use specialist applications for these processes dramatically improve their data maturity 
and generate much better insight from them. Where 18% of organizations without specialist P2P tools 
rate their analytic capabilities as insightful, this rises to 28% for companies that use systems specifically 
designed to get the best out of their P2P process, (fig. 6). The potential is equally pronounced in Q2C with 
insight from just 17% of organizations without specialist customer relationship management applications, 
and insightful analysis from 30% of those with the right tools. When you include predictive analytic 
characteristics into the mix, the potential for P2P and Q2C to generate positive analytic outcomes is even 
greater.  

Specialist consolidation and forecasting software also helps to improve insightfulness although the 
difference is less pronounced in the record to report process. 

Specialist systems also improve an organizations mastery of their data. Almost double the number of 
companies with specialist P2P systems were data masters, compared to their competitors who are 
working from generic systems. They are also generally less technology or data constrained as well. 

The effect of specialist systems on data mastery is evident across all four key financial processes, with 
Record to Report also showing a doubling of data mastery when specialist systems are used. Meanwhile 
35% of companies that use specialist BPF tools see themselves as data masters, while only 20% of those 
with generic systems have that same handle on their data. Q2C is slightly less pronounced (17% vs 16%)

Blinkers On – P2P and Q2C seen as transaction systems not information 
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Figure 6: Specialist systems significantly improve data mastery
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The benefits of a specialist application is clear, but the message is not getting 
through because the proliferation of these systems is still very low. Only 15% 
of organizations have dedicated P2P systems, 17% use a customer relationship 
management system to deal with their Q2C process, a mere 12% have 
consolidation systems for record to report, and 20% have budgeting, planning 
and forecasting systems. Clearly many companies still haven’t got the tools or 
capability to properly analyze their data and this means it’s not flowing through 
to performance management systems to give a holistic view of the business. 
Bringing in the right tools will not just draw out the right information into 
the business, it will enable companies to enact a step change in their insight 
generation. 

Missed opportunity

Despite the obvious value hiding within the P2P and Q2C processes, many 
businesses who currently have no analytic capability in these areas also have 
no intention of investing in any in the near future. 35% of organizations have no 
plans yet to upgrade their analytical capability in the P2P and Q2C processes, 
and they are also the processes that lag behind amongst companies that are 
already implementing improvements in R2R and BPF. 

According to the survey, when committing to investment in their analytic 
capabilities, CFOs have been mostly focused on, or plan to focus on, BPF and 
R2R. BPF, as the traditional purveyor of analysis is the most invested, with 27% 
of BPF systems either recently changed, or currently in implementation or pilot 
mode. R2R is second with 23% along this trajectory. Q2C (15%) and P2P (19%) 
bring up the sluggish rear. 

There just isn’t the vision and recognition that these traditionally transactional 
systems can add value to the strategic direction of the business. At least some 
of the problem lies in inadequately managed data held in several different 
systems and applications, and a lot of the data within these systems is non-
financial, making extraction and verification more complex. But these issues can 
be overcome provided CFOs are willing to recognize the value they can add to 
the strategic insight of the business. 

Despite evidence that 
specialist systems improve 
an organization's ability to 
master data the proliferation of 
specialist systems remains low.

Blinkers On – P2P and Q2C seen as transaction systems not information systems
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Has the importance of information systems strategy been 
forgotten?

Back when businesses were transforming from manual to digital processing, 
companies had a focused eye on their new information systems, ensuring 
their efficiency and effectiveness. But with the frenzy for digital innovation, 
organizations may have lost sight of the wider ‘information systems strategy’ 
in favor of an ‘IT strategy’ which focuses on digital technologies but stops 
short of the bigger picture. 

The questions driving IT strategy aren’t the same as those that would be asked 
of an information systems strategy – What information do we need to drive 
the business? Where are the gaps in our data? How do we measure success? 
– For a successful information strategy, organizations need to look at their 
needs, and how to meet them most effectively through a comprehensive 
information systems architecture but right now, a lot of companies are falling 
short of this ideal, (fig. 7). 

According to FSN’s survey, only 39% of organizations are able to regularly add 
new sources of data to enrich business understanding. Considering the pace 
of data accumulation, and the opportunities outside of traditional sources to 
access new information, those companies who lack the capacity to expand 
their data sources are missing out on important strategic advantage. 

Has the importance of information systems strategy been forgotten?
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Only 39% of organizations 
are able to regularly add new 
sources of data to enrich 
business understanding.

Figure 7:  52% of organizations say they do not have a strategy for managing their data



In addition, only 38% of organizations are able to make widespread use of non-
financial data. This is fundamental to generating insights to stay ahead of the 
rest of the market. If competitors are mining data around customer returns, 
online choices and weather patterns to maximize product design and delivery, 
they’ll quickly draw customers away from a company that isn’t using the same 
sort of information to inform strategic decisions. 

And invariably that mine of information becomes more valuable as time 
marches on with the greater accumulation of historical data. This is the nub 
of new artificial intelligence and machine learning capabilities – being able to 
search through deep and wide datasets to discover patterns that can inform 
decisions today. But just under 50% of organizations don’t have ready access to 
at least five years of comparative financial data. Which means even if they run 
analyses, it will be the poorer for its lack of depth. 

Even when companies can recognize and want to include new data sources, 
only a quarter are able to do so without the IT function getting involved. This 
despite 76% of survey respondents saying they would like to manage their 
financial analyses without IT support. 

Finance struggling to keep pace. 

Recognizing that the finance function holds valuable data which can be used to 
support strategic decision-making is only the first step in the process of actually 
extracting that insight. As companies position themselves and their systems to 
be able to use their financial data in this way, many are struggling to keep pace 
with the changes they need to implement to get there. 46% of organizations 
struggle to respond even to basic ad hoc requests for analysis. 66% say they 
cannot analyze their data fast enough, and 40% are overwhelmed by the 
volume and variety of data. 

It seems the problem is getting worse, not better. An increasing number 
of organizations are constrained by a lack of analytical tools to fully exploit 
the data they have. The 2020 Future of Analytics survey found that 40% of 
organizations were technology constrained, identifying the lack of tools as the 
key hindrance to extracting analytic value from their data. This compares with 
just 34% of companies who were constrained by technology in 2018. The surge 
in technology constrained organizations comes at the expense of data masters. 
In 2018, 19% of companies were data masters, who actively manage their 
data as a corporate asset and had the tools and resources needed to provide 
competitive edge and insight. Today only 12% of companies view their data 
management in this way. 

Has the importance of information systems strategy been forgotten?
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comparative financial data.
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Has the importance of information systems strategy been forgotten?

Essential features

While many companies have inadequate resources for generating insightful 
analytics, they all have strong feelings about what features analytic tools should 
have,  (fig. 8). Top of the wish list is support for machine learning and artificial 
intelligence. AI may be high on the agenda, but it is well out of reach of companies 
that don’t have a properly considered and executed data strategy first. Previous 
research has also shown that AI and machine learning are the least understood 
technologies within financial systems, and yet this is the most desired feature. 

Meanwhile at the bottom of the list was easy connectivity to multiple data 
sources. This despite half of organizations struggling to bring in new sources of 
data. It seems companies can’t see the value of other data sources which would 
substantially enrich their insight. 

But encouragingly, data visualization is on the wish list for 89% of senior finance 
professionals. Being able to bring the analysis to life visually within the embedded 
tools enables finance to share and deliver on the insights within their data. 
 
Data analytics offers the opportunity to add insight and drive the business forward. 
But it needs to be part of a wider information systems strategy that identifies the 
business need, develops a competent strategy to achieve the required results, and 
a way to measure its success. 

Figure 8: What do you consider are the most important features of an analytical tool?
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Head in the cloud

The shift towards higher level tasks and value added insight in the finance function 
has meant a shift in personnel requirements. Some jobs are being subsumed by 
automation, but others are created as the function takes on a more strategic role. 
This natural wax and wane of an evolving department is taking some time to resolve. 
The theory is that as lower level processes are taken over by new technology, these 
finance staff can be redeployed. The reality is this isn't always possible. New roles 
being created by the data explosion and resulting analytic requirements often need 
to be filled by tech savvy finance experts with analytic capabilities. So where is the 
tech savvy talent going to come from? 

According to FSN’s Future of Financial Systems survey late in 2019, 42% of CFOs 
and senior finance executives believe that a lack of digital skills will prevent 
the introduction of new technology over the next three years. Meanwhile 
59% of organizations don’t have a recruitment plan in place to support digital 
transformation in the finance function. So, they’re not actively trying to recruit the 
people they’re going to need to take their finance function forward, but neither are 
they training them up in house. 60% don’t have a training and development plan to 
make sure that they have the right digital skills in the finance function.

This lack of talent, or even a dedicated plan for managing the talent gap, has 
stymied the introduction of technology, which is why this survey points to a 
significant increase in technology constrained companies. And the issue is not going 
to be resolved anytime soon because finance recruitment has finally ground to a 
halt. This year’s survey finds that the same number of jobs are being lost as gained. 

According to FSN’s research, between 2013 and 2016 the balance in favor of 
recruitment (the difference between new hires and headcount reductions) was 
10%, this fell to 2% in 2018 and now is static. In 2020, 19% of organizations posted 
an increase in management reporting headcount, but this was offset by a similar 
decrease in financial accounting personnel. Without the right tech savvy talent, 
organizations will be hamstrung by technology constraints and the finance function 
will be unable to contribute strategically to the business. 

Anecdotally it is possible that some of this shift is accounted for by the growth in 
project-based or interim employment, (which has been a noticeable trend for a few 
years) but it could also be that some organizations are anticipating the productivity 
benefits of automation before they are realized. The decline in data mastery and the 
rise in technology constrained organizations implies the issues remain.  

Analytics capabilities can only be resolved with a clear recruitment plan and a focus 
on internal development. 

 

Finance headcount static after 7 years of net growth
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Where should analysts sit? 

With the explosion in data growth and new expectations about analytics 
and data science a debate has been rumbling on for some time about where 
analytics should best sit within an organization. Without the requisite tech savvy 
talent, analytical skills and ownership of data and tools, finance can no longer 
assume that the rest of the organization will see it, as the natural choice for 
analytics.

Different deployment models include an analytics capability within the IT 
function, or local capability attached to each function.  Others see the need 
to centralize analytical capability in the finance function or create dedicated 
‘centers of excellence’.

The view of where analytics should sit also varies by size of organization.  
However, companies of all sizes agree that IT is no longer the best fit for 
analytics. The majority of smaller organizations believe analytics should be 
attached to the finance function. Medium-sized companies believe specialized 
teams of skilled analysts should be attached to each functional area, and large 
corporations see the long term future as analytics team embedded in the FP&A 
function. 

Wherever they sit, analytics has a vital role in driving the business forward, but 
the organizational issues cannot be divorced from data ownership. For the large 
part, data remains scattered with, as pointed out earlier, information strategy 
incomplete or non-existent in more than half of all organizations.   

If advanced analytics is to gain a foothold then effort will need to be devoted to 
data governance and information strategy to ensure that the foundations are 
in place before embarking on investment in new tools and specialist analysts, 
wherever they happen to sit.
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The view of where analytics 
should sit also varies by size 
of organization.  However, 
companies of all sizes 
agree that IT is no longer 
the best fit for analytics. 
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METHODOLOGY

The survey drew responses from 441 international senior finance professionals from our 
55,000 strong FSN Modern Finance Forum on LinkedIn.

This survey covered finance professionals across 23 different industries.  75% of these 
professionals were considered to have senior job titles and above.

Geography of Respondents
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North America

South America
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More than 10,000
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3,501 - 5,000



Industry of Respondents
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Aerospace & Defense

Automotive

Other

Utilities

Transportation

Telecommunications

Technology (Computers, Software)

Retail

Banking / Financial Services

Business Services / Consulting

Real Estate

Pharmaceuticals / Life Sciences

Oil and Gas / Mining / Energy

Non-profit

Media & Entertainment

Manufacturing

Hospitality / Leisure / Travel

Health care

Government (State, Local)

Government (Federal, including 
Military)

Education

Consumer Products

Insurance
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